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Studies suggest organisational identity to be suspended between designing an identity that 

provides the organisation with a distinctive character in order to secure differentiation, and 

constructing an identity that is considered legitimate by market and society by conforming to 

norms (e.g. Kroezen and Heugens 2012). The study explores organisational identity 

construction from a narrative vantage point within Danish micro- and craft breweries as 

suspended between these needs by asking: how do the breweries narratively construct 

identities in relation to the dual need for difference and sameness?  

 

Within the micro- and craft brewing sector, the different-sameness duality entails balancing 

tensions which acts as resources and constraints for organisational self-narrativising, i.e. 

tradition and renewal (Beverland et al. 2008); globality and locality (Carroll and 

Swaminathan 2000, Lewis and Vickerstaff 2001, Hede and Watne 2013); and organisation 

and community (Schnell and Reese 2003). 

 

This study is based in a narrative identity conceptualisation. Narrative is recognised as a 

useful theoretical lens for conceptualising and exploring organisations and their identities 

(e.g. Brown 2006, Czarniawska 1997, Gilpin 2008). Guided by dialogical reflexivity, insights 

are generated from the interplay between existing theories and empirical findings (Alvesson 

and Kärreman, 2011). The empirical material functions as a backdrop for entering into 

dialogue with, and reflecting on, the extant literature on identity, narrative and 

microbreweries. The empirical material consists in webpage texts from 65 breweries. The 

corpus is analysed to shed light on how the identities of the breweries are constructed through 

autobiographical narratives in light of the difference-sameness duality.  
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